FULFILLING
OUR PROMISE
Afni’s expertise in subrogation
delivered substantial recovery
increases for a valued partner
while also providing
consultative insights
and advice.

Producing superior results and providing useful insights for insurance-based clients is
the key to what sets Afni apart from other solution providers.
The Opportunity
In 2019, a Midwest-based P&C carrier began discussions with Afni leaders to look at options
for improving subrogation performance and helping to replace a recent departure from its
internal subrogation team. Fast forward two years, and that same carrier considers Afni an
essential operational partner and industry expert.
The Solution
As Afni’s subrogation team worked through
the carrier’s traditional processes, they
identified several areas of opportunity,
particularly with uninsured motorist (UM)
collections. The two partners agreed upon
a customized program that would allow
direct uploading of collection files through
Afni’s Subro Notes platform and permit the
claimant notification process to begin at the
earliest stage possible.
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A key to Afni’s proposed recovery strategy was utilizing an assertive, consumer-based
proprietary UM collection treatment process. Focused on driving conversations with the
responsible party, the treatment process combined automated and sequenced direct mail
collection notices with frequent outbound calling campaigns.
When required, a team of dedicated
staff diligently searched various
databases to locate new contact
information for returned mail and
out-of-service phone numbers. Once the
conversation had been secured, Afni’s
trained collectors converted the contact
into a payment or formal monthly
installment plan.

Real Results

Since implementing the process in November of 2019, Afni has far surpassed the
liquidation expectations for this client. The company’s senior leaders now consider Afni’s
team of experts an extension of their own internal subrogation department. And instead of
replacing the departed team member, the client uses Afni for all of their UM work and most
of their arbitration handling.
“Afni’s subrogation team handles about 50 percent of the carriers subrogation work,”
explains Michele Kolb, Afni’s Client Services Director for Subrogation. “The client has come
to trust our ability to perform at a high level when it comes to recoveries. We built a strong
relationship with this insurance partner by fulfilling our promise, backfilling an important
position via outsourcing, and delivering best-in-class results.”
About Afni
Afni provides customer engagement solutions at each step in the customer journey. Our performance, consultative approach,
and industry expertise have earned the trust and partnership of many of the world’s leading brands. We’re a mid-sized Business
Process Outsourcing (BPO) with the ability to scale to your needs, plus the flexibility to deliver real results quickly. Customer
growth, care and retention, consumer collection, insurance subrogation, and more. Start a conversation with us to learn more.
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